Updates from EuroGeographics
More than maps
A society empowered by authoritative geospatial data
How we work...

Knowledge exchange
Voice the views
Data Access Facilitation
Updates 2020
Updates 2021
Open Maps for Europe exemplifies this
#OpenMapsForEurope

- Free to use maps from more than 40 European countries
- Available from Summer 2021
Meeting EU objectives

Making more data available

Ensuring a level-playing field for all re-users

Improving re-usability of data from a technical perspective

Reducing costs of data to increase its re-use

Removes integration costs from users
Project

1. Extension of harmonised open data licenses to cover ERM and EuroDEM
2. Production of open pan European harmonised datasets
3. Enhancement and development of the Open ELS developed user interface to include access to the ERM and EuroDEM open data datasets
4. Dissemination, impact and sustainability
5. Project Management
Support from members
THANK YOU

Lea.Bodossian@eurogeographics.org
Angela.baker@eurogeographics.org